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Each presentation is filmed in front of a live audience at National Geographic headquarters in Washington, D.
Transcript I was seeing six blue whales in an area the size of a soccer pitch. Each animal is the length of a
soccer pitch. It has sent me on an incredible adventure. It was back in I was working on a whale research
vessel that was circumnavigating the globe. I knew what I was looking for, this short lofty blow slanted off to
the left hand side, super characteristic of sperm whale. But then I saw this, a tall, powerful, vertical blow that
rose all the way to the sky as far as I could tell. This animal was at least two kilometers away from us, but it
was an incredible sight, and I knew it could only come from an animal that was incredibly large and powerful.
So I got super excited, as you would as well, and I grabbed my walkie-talkie and I called down to my captain.
My eyes are streaming as I stare into the glare. I was seeing six blue whales in an area the size of a soccer
pitch. So to me, it made absolutely no sense. Thought about my textbooks and what my professors had said,
and I remembered, large whales like blue whales undertake long-range migrations between cold feeding areas
and warm breeding and calving areas. I was super stoked. I was going to be the first person on the planet to
document blue whales having sex. So I, you know, I thought, this is awesome, my career is made, fame and
fortune. What do people complain about, this is so easy, gosh. My dreams that I had created for the last two
kilometers of my life were completely shattered. And I was like, oh my god, what am I going to do with my
life? This, ladies and gentlemen, is a pile of blue whale poop. Now remember what I told you at the start. Blue
whales undertake long range migrations between cold feeding areas and warm breeding and calving areas. Sri
Lanka is five degrees above the equator, as warm and as tropical as it can get. How the hell were they feeding
in these waters? This was my eureka moment. The thing is, this moment spiraled into me pioneering blue
whale research in the Northern Indian Ocean. I launched the first long term study on this population of pretty
much unknown blue whales. Crazy but true, and it has set me on an incredible adventure. They hang out all
year round in warm tropical waters of the Northern Indian Ocean. They grow to 80 feet, not They have a
different acoustic dialect. They also have different behaviors. These guys feed on shrimp, a little different. But
the key thing here is that they have all these different behaviors and adaptations, because they are living in a
very confined space over a very limited range. I took this photograph in on a documentary shoot, and as soon
as I saw the markings, I thought to myself, I have seen you before. Luckily, not a lot of work had gone on
before on these whales. Right now my crusade is about saving these whales from getting killed by ships. The
southern coast of Sri Lanka is one of the busiest shipping lanes in the world. Everything from Singapore to
Dubai cruises right through these waters. The red lines are showing you this dense ship traffic. The black dots,
those are whale sightings. Look at the south coast. So sightings like this, are totally unsurprising. This is a
whale that came wrapped on the bow of a container ship into the main port in Sri Lanka, in Colombo, in But
calculations show that for every one we document, at least ten have gone undocumented. Neither are the
numbers small. So if we can shift the shipping lanes 15 nautical miles off shore, we can reduce the problem
significantly. And then that 10 percent of vessels that are actually coming into port, well if they slowed down
a little it would make a difference. But my work is not just about saving whales. My work is about showing
the talent of the developing world. I believe that we get local scientists trained so they can start looking after
their own waters using local solutions, that is what creates sustainability. And I invite all of you to join me on
this audacious, audacious journey, to achieve this for the sake of the oceans and humanity. Fresh out of
undergrad, De Vos managed to talk her way onto a whale research vessel headed for her home country of Sri
Lanka. The vessel came across some blue whales A captivating story teller, De Vos takes the stage to share
her passion for whales and the work she is doing to protect a population of "unorthodox whales" off the coast
of her homeland.
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John and Cherie are beginning their trek home, flying out of Rome this morning. Made good time and
deposited them outside departures by Chris and I then headed south towards Naples and the ancient town of
Herculaneumâ€¦ Herculaneum was destroyed in the same eruption that flattened Pompeii. It is a smaller site
but the parts that are excavated are apparently better preserved. We spent a couple of hours exploring the
amazing ruins. The site is now about a kilometre from the sea but was actually originally built on the waters
edge. The amount of volcanic material that rained down covered any trace of the settlement and pushed the
shoreline out. Now when you visit the town you enter through a tunnel that goes down for a long way and the
entire settlement sits well below the current levels of the city surrounding it. Well worth a visit if you are
travelling this way. Also exciting was the short trip through the suburbs of Naples to reach Herculaneum. It is
only because Chris is such a good driver and was channelling his inner Italian that we made it in and out
safely!! Little did we know that this was going to be good training for our trip to our accommodation just
outside Sorrento. Following the GPS sent us down the tiniest streets and we passed through the last gap with
only millimetres to spare with the wing mirrors folded in. Nerve racking stuff for Carey â€” the Italians zoom
down these alleys as if they are wide roads! With much relief we have since found slightly wider roads to get
in to our accommodation. Spent Tuesday just relaxing and looking around the area we are staying in and
exploring the beach. Wednesday saw us on the train to Naples â€” a very different experience to the trains
further north. When we reached Naples we decided to catch a hop on hop off bus. But we had such difficulty
finding a stop to catch it at that we ended up walking everywhere. Naples is certainly an interesting city â€”
chaotic and crazy, lively and loud, run down and dirty but we loved it. We made our way to the National
Museum which is where all the objects collected form Pompeii and Herculaneum are held. An amazing
collection â€” everything from silver plates to cooking pots to delicate glassware â€” all in amazing condition.
Most incredible were the mosaics that were removed from the houses in the two towns. Many were so intricate
that it was necessary to get up close to see if it was a painting or not. Visiting Herculaneum and then seeing
the collection at the museum gave us a real feel for the actual lives of the people in 79AD. Followed our visit
with some genuine Neapolitan pizza.
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Finding Blue (Carey, Chris, Look Around and Find.) by Chris Carey 1 edition - first published in The American Darts
Organization book of darts.

Mushroom hunting can be a wonderful, healthy outdoor experience to share with family and friends. But the
thrill of the hunt is only half the enjoyment. Its deliciously earthy, nutty, steak-like flavor makes the morel
mushroom the No. The two dozen choicest wild mushrooms on this continent have a range of flavors â€”
light, sweet apricot chanterelle , eggplant puffball , meat like several â€” but the morel is king. Thousands of
people scour fields and forests annually in North America in search of morels. Not only is it the best-tasting,
the morel is also the easiest to identify and safest to eat of all wild mushrooms. The stems and caps of morels
are hollow, and the stem is attached at the base of the cap. It makes a great first mushroom to learn because its
spongy shape is so distinctive and easy to identify. This guide to hunting for morel mushrooms will help you
secure a bountiful bushel of morels. Trees are just beginning to bud, so relatively unfiltered sunlight warms
the earth directly. This triggers the appearance of a number of wildflowers: These flowers, along with
temperature, are indicators of when to look for morels. Where the spores fall, cross pollinate and germinate is
basically where morels will grow â€” after a five-year cycle of nutrient-gathering and storage. Black morels
which appear first tend to be more exclusively in hardwood forests, but not around any particular type of tree.
Finding them is often like a connect-the-dots game. When you find one, be still and look nearby. When the
spores that created the morel you just picked were jettisoned years ago, there likely was a wind pattern that
blew the spores in a particular path. There may have been a nutrient source or environment soil type, moisture,
pH, etc. Look for the patterns. Continue Reading White morels, which appear later than the blacks, have a
more diverse range of habitats. Unlike the blacks, the whites sometimes tend to congregate around certain
types of tree usually ones that are in some stage of dying. Elm, ash, sycamore, cottonwood. As the trees die
the root systems break down and are desirable and readily available food sources for morels. This availability
of nutrients may allow the growth cycle to advance, shortening the five-year cycle. Good results occasionally
can be found in consecutive years in the same location. What to Wear, What to Bring When you head out to
the woods, wear long pants and a long-sleeved shirt for protection. There can be brambles and poison ivy, the
occasional spider web and weather elements to consider. Make sure your clothes and your walking shoes are
comfortable. A compass, whistle for hailing , drinking water and snack are all good accompaniments for your
walk. The most important item, however, is your collection bag. A mesh bag will keep your mushrooms fresh
and let those thousands of spores fall back to the ground. Deforestation and pesticide use are partial culprits,
but the biggest factor has been human beings removing the "seeds" from the woods in nonporous bags. The
spores are microscopic. The cap of each morel contains , to , spores. These spores must become airborne and
then find adequate nutrients, soil and moisture. The odds of successful reproduction are slim, but people can
help the process by using mesh bags for their "catch. Some people use well-vented baskets. Though many
other mushrooms shiitake, buttons, reishi, oyster, etc. I have purchased, analyzed and tried every kit I have
found, and my success rate for growing morels is zero. Only a fraction had any success, and most of those
results were questionable. Plant as you walk; the spores are free. Finding morels in nature is challenging,
rewarding fun. Get out there with your family and friends, enjoy the sights, sounds and flavors of the outdoors
in spring â€” and happy hunting. Crouch down and look 10 to 20 feet ahead â€” not around your feet and look
for the tiny Christmas-tree shapes in the distance. Keep moving and investigate the shapes. The "root" system
that brings the mushroom to the surface is a one-time, one-way system. It deteriorates through winter and
spring thaw, and is replaced each year. Cut or clip the morels at the base to keep them clean. Mushroom
hunters never tell where their favorite spots are. Save Some Morels for Later The easiest, longest-lasting
method of preserving morels is drying. Place your unwashed, young, healthy specimens whole or cut in half
on a nonmetal screen directly in the sunshine and raised off the ground for air flow. Hard or reflective surfaces
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like a deck or driveway below your screen will help dry the mushrooms more quickly. Set them out early in
the morning. Remove mushrooms before sundown. The process usually takes eight to 10 hours, depending on
conditions. Place completely dry morels in paper bags to store. Rehydrate in cool water for at least two hours.
Use the caramel-colored water for soup, stock and gravy. Two ounces of dried morels will rehydrate to 1
pound. Do not leave drying or dried mushrooms outdoors overnight or allow rain to get on them. Do not wash
the mushrooms before drying. The moisture can change the chemistry, making the morels hard and dark.
Morels can also dry indoors on screens, but the process takes longer. Provide heat and air if possible. Morels
also can be frozen. In a frying pan, saute onions or garlic in butter or oil. Add mushrooms and sweat or
half-saute them over high temperature. The liquid from the morels will create a soup. Remove from heat, cool,
put in plastic, resealable bags and freeze. More about Morel Mushrooms Morel expert Larry Lonik loves to
share his passion and expertise with mushroom hunters, cooks and lovers of the great outdoors. His latest book
is Basically Morels: He offers mesh bags for collecting and an entertaining minute video about hunting for
morels on his website morelheaven. Other websites for more about morels include:
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Chapter 4 : PeopleLookup People Search - Public Records, Background Checks & More
The Scenario. I'm the type who gets very blue around Christmas time - I just want to hide under a rock until it's over. Yet,
many of my colleagues enjoy the "festive" season and, in various and subtle ways, bring a bit of it to work.

For best results use only: Title, Author, Date Range, and Keywords. You will be able to limit your search
further once you reach the results page. This is the best book search engine on the net, from a huge Canadian
company originally started by booksellers. Millions of books of all kinds from dealers all over the world, some
not found in libraries. Most of the English language books ever published: You should limit your search at
least to Format: You can do this on the advanced search page or once you arrive at the results, using the left
hand column, as with abe. Often you can find more about the content of a title by going to an individual
library holding. Once you have narrowed down a possible title, try Amazon. The colour option on Google is
working better and better. I have started using Images on bing. Look in the left hand column to limit your
search to these. A few words can help: If all you can remember is a few words, try Google. Put the words in
quotes. Use only one or two, essential, easily-spelled, keywords. Try this sample Google search: Selling One
or Two Books. Probably the easiest place for an individual to sell books like those above is on Amazon. Look
up your book, click on the picture, then look in the blue box for "Have one to sell? If, and only if, Amazon has
listed the book in the past, will you be able to list also. Ebay is also very easy and inexpensive to use for a few
books and it allows you more room to describe the books. For pricing your book, it is easier and more accurate
to use the Abebooks. Then double check on Amazon because prices there are sometimes higher. The more
care you put into describing your books, the more likely you are to sell them. We do not purchase books
online, sight unseen. Please do not offer them to us. If you have a collection or several rare books you are
interested in selling to us, especially if you live in the Northwest, please look on http: Our email address is on
the Contact Us page. We never value a book over the net, nor do other reputable booksellers. Look through the
suggestions below.
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Chapter 5 : Media: Finding Peace for a Blue Christmas - Signy Wilson: Get Inspired, Get Real
A lot of the time, I find old ones that have turned into a black paste. If you find one, take a better look around and you
may see another. For more information on the Blue Chanterelle, visit.

Get weekly inspiration for getting focused and on track delivered to your inbox. Get inspiredâ€¦ Get realâ€¦
Get Signy! Get Real â€¦ Media: How can I block it all out without coming off like a Scrooge? The Advice
Christmas is a high stress time for most people, even those who love it. But everyone handles stress
differently. Respecting what you feel, knowing how to best take care of yourself, and being honest and clear to
yourself and those around you might be the best Christmas gift of all. Start with self-reflection and being
honest with yourself about your feelings. Take the time to become clear about precisely what it is that gets you
down. This exploration will also allow you to do some self-care that addresses the core issue. This can give
you a sense of solidarity at a time when people often feel isolated. Other self-care might include: Find others
who feel as you do and consider adopting some of their strategies. Be honest with your co-workers about your
experience. Then, you can do what is right for yourself and so can they. Take a look around. Others may not
be singing and dancing with antlers on their heads either. Remember, in the end, Scrooge became a hero of
sorts. Not just success, but significance. Learn more and register. These cards are just what you need to help
you change your mindset to access the encouragement you crave.
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Chapter 6 : AOL Video - Serving the best video content from AOL and around the web
But I insisted that we stayed around and watched for a little, 'cause, you know, this was my first blue whale, or six. And
that's when I saw this. This, ladies and gentlemen, is a pile of blue whale poop.

They showed off some teasers regarding their future movies: Silhouette of Captain America. In a tiny stinger
bit he throws the shield at the screenâ€” nice little surprise. What we saw in the footage was a snippet from the
costume test. Evans loves origin stories and who they were before they got their amazing gifts. They saw that
quality in Evans. Scene in which Hugo Weaving finds the cosmic cube. Suddenly, a bulldozer crashes through
the wall, the debris crushing one of the priests. He begins talking about finding an object of myth. He opens a
sarcophagus and takes out a blue cube. It looks like the Cosmic Cube, an object from the Thor universe that
bestows the power to change reality to the person that is holding it. Schmidt immediately recognizes it as a
fake, dropping it to the ground and it smashes like ice. He then continues to look around and sees a space in
wall that looks like it could be pulled out. He does so and pulls out a box. Opening it up, there is a blue glow
that fills the room. The Priest tells him that no man is meant to hold the power that the cube can provide.
Schmidt tells him that he is wrong. Regarding Caps, it seems that nothing wow was released or showed. The
teaser itself seems, well, just a tease. Hopefully it will be available to all fans soon. The scene description of
Hugo Weaving as Red Skull sounds pretty cool. Looking forward to this movieâ€¦ What do you guys think?
Wanted more released from Caps at Comic-Con? You ok with this for now?
Chapter 7 : 25 of the best-ever romantic Christmas love songs | EliteSingles
Poetry seekers can find their favorite poems online when they know how to look for them. 10 Steps to Find the Words
From Poems Online In less than 20 minutes, poetry seekers can likely locate the text of any poem they are thinking of.

Chapter 8 : Find song by lyrics - blog.quintoapp.com
Had a look around the Saturday market - one stall was selling enormous mushrooms. Enormous mushrooms and also
what looked like red capped toadstools! John found out that a village up the hill was holding a winetasting event - so we
thought we would check it out.

Chapter 9 : Chris Rodgers - Hello Poetry
Browse our extensive directory of the best Therapists, Psychologists and Counselors near you.
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